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On. Boolean algebraic ideals of Boolean algebras

HYUNG Koo CHA

In Boolean algebras, we know well that it is very hard to define th~ concept
of exact sequences. In this paper,. we shall define the concept· of Boolean algebraic
ideals and by using this we shall introduce the definition of exact s::quences of
Boolean algebras. We shall try to search properties of exact s:::quences of
Boolean algebras and the coincidence of usual retracts and our retracts.

1. Let B be a set with two distinct distinguished elements 0 and 1, two binary>

operations V and 1\, and a unary operation' • If the following conditions (I}-(lO)

are satisfied, then B is called a Boo/ean algebra [1].

(1) 0'=1 1'=0

(2) pAO=O PVI=l
(~PAI=P PVO=P

(4) pAp'=0 PVP'=I
(5) P"=P, where jI'=WY
(6) PAP=P PVP=P
(7) (PAq)'=P'Vq' (Pw)'=p'Aq'

(8) pAq=qAp PW=qVP
(9) pl\(qAr) -:= (pAq)Ar PV(qVr) = (PVq)Vr

(10) pl\(qVr) = (p/\q)V(pAr)

Pv(qAr) =(PVq) A(PVr) ,
where P, q and r are in B.

Let A and B b~ two Boolean algebras. Suppose that there is a mapping I from

A to B, i. e••
I:A >B

If I preserves the operations A. V an"d' in A such that for P and q ill A

l(pA q)=/(p) A/(q), I(p V q)'=/(p) VI(q), I(p')=(f(p»'

then I is called a Boolean homomorphism Irom A to B [1]. We shall denote the set

of all Boolean homomorphisms from A to B by Hp (A, B).

PROPOSJ':!ON 1.- Let I.bz an element in Hp(A, B). -Then

l(l) =1 and 1(0) =0
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Proof. For p and q in A
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ICPAP') ~ f(O) =f(P)1\CI(P»), ==0.

f(pVp') ~ f(l) =f(p)V (f(p»)' ~1.

This proposition implies that for each f f HI3(A, B). f(A) is a f:lubalgebra of B.

We shall define the operations 1\ and V in Hp(A. B) by

(11\ g)(P)=f(p) 1\ g(P)

ClV g)(p)=f(P) V g(p)

for /. gf HI3(A, B) and for all p € A. We also define the order ~ in HIJ(A, B) by'

fV g=f ===> f?;, g

for I. gEHp(A. B). where fVg=f means that for all p in A. C!Vg)(p)= f(P).

With this order 1IpeA. B) becomes a partially ordered set. In this case. for each
pair f and g in H 13(A, B)

IVg = g. 1. b. of f and g

f I\g = L u. b. of f and g [2].

Therefore H a(A, B) is a lattice.
PROPOSITION 2. Hp(A, B) is a distributive lattice.
Proof: For f, g and k in Hp(A. B) and all P in A

UV(gl\h»)(p)= f (P)V(gl\ h)(P)

= f(P)V(g(P)l\h(P»)

=U (p)Vg(P»)I\(f (P)Vh(p)J

= C/Vg) (p)I\(fVh)(P)

= «/Vg)l\(fVh»)(p)
and th~refore

IV(gl\h) = (IVg)I\(fVh).

Similarly we can prove that

I /\(gVh)=(f I\g)VCf 1\ h).

Let BA be the category consisting of all Boolean a}gebras and Booean homomor
phisms and let DL be the category consisting of all distributive lattices and lattice
homomorphisms (they preserve order and operations 1\. V). Then

Hp: BAXBA ) DL

(A. B) ---~ HpCA, B)

is a functor which is contravariant in the first argument and covariant in the
second argument•

.~. Let B be a Boolean algebra. If a subset D of B satisfies the conditions:
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Of D

p, q f D ==> pVq E D

P f D, q f B ==> pVq f D

then D is called an ideal of B [1]. Each ideal of B is defined by the kernel of a

Boolean epimorphism from B to a suitable Boolean algebra.

THEOREM 1. Let D be a proper ideal ef the Boolean algebra B (D is; B). Thw

the quot£ent B/D becomes a Boolean algebra with suitable operations.

Proof: Wc define the operations A and V in BID as follows. Since

BID ;J ep) = p V D = {p V did f D }

for (P), (q) f BID. we can define

ep) Veq)=(pVq).

ep) A (q) = (P /\ q).

These are weIIdefined because of

(p) V (q) = (P V D) V (q V D) =(p V q) V D

(P) /\ (q) = (P V D);\ (q V D)

=(CPV D) /\q) V C(P/\D) AD)

= UP /\ q) V (D A q)) VD

=(P/\q) V DV D

=(PAq)VD.

Since D :;t:. B. 1 is not contained in D. Therefore (1) t BID and also (0) E

BID. On the other hand, since

(pVD)'=P'AD'={P'Ad'ld f D}

and for all d f D

p'=p'A(dVd')

=(p'Ad)V(p'Ad')f DV(p'Ad'),

we have

p'VD={(p'/\D')VD!d t D}.

This implies that (p') = (p)', because, for all d f D

(P') = (p'Ad').

We can easily show that our operations A, V,' and distinguished elements

(1), (0) satisfy the conditions (1)"""'(10) for a Boolean algebra. Hence BID is a
Boolean algebra.
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Let M be a subalge!Jra of the Boolean algebra B. We shall denote the set

excepted I from M by MO. If Mo is "-n ideal of B then we call M a Boolean

algebraic ideal of B. We Know that a Boolean algebraic ideal exists as follows.

EXAMPLE. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then j = {D. 1} is a proper suhalgebra. .

of B. In this case. jO={O}. Of course. /o={O} is an ideal of B. Therefore j is a

Uoolean algebraic ideal of B.

THEOREM 2. 11 M is a Boolean algebraic ideal of the Boolcan algebra Band

il P/\q==O lor all PfM and qfM' then

B == M(f)B/M"

where == means to be an isomorphism· in the sense 01 Booleanalgebras and (f) is a

direct sum.

Proof: Since

MrBB/M" = {CP. (q»1 P f M. (q) f B/MO}.

with term wise-operations M(f)B/MO becomes a Boolean algebra [1] • In this

Boolean algebra the distinguished ele~ents are (0. (0) and (1. (1). (Note: B/MO

is a Boolcan algebra by Theorem 1.)

We define a Boolean homomorph~m

I: B ~ M(f)B/M"
by

1(0) =(0. (0).

I(p) == (P. (0)

I(q) = (0. (q)

I(a) =(P. (q)

l(l) = (1. (l)

if P f M
if q f (q) r: B/MO

if a r: (q) and a=pVq for p r: M.

Moreover. for P f M and q f M'={a'!ar:M}.

I(P/\q) =/(P)/\f(q) == (P. (0)/\(0, (q)) = (0. (0) == f(O)

Therefore, we can eas~ly prove that the homomorphism f is an isomorphism.

S. For a Eoolean homomorphism

f; A-->B.
we define that fl AO = fO. Let i: A---> Band j: B ---lo C ce two Eoolean

homomorph:sms. If the short sequence

.(~:': < of'· t' ... ' • •

is.. e~af1~ then w;e call ~he sequence A~B-!-.~ an exact sequetlce of Boolean

algebra; A. Band C. We shall denote this by
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• j
A)~ B->C.

THEOREM ~~. Itz C1Z exact sequence

A>~B_J_·>C.
the following hold.

(i) i(A) is a Boolec.n algebraic ideal of B.

(ii) If. for p f i(A) od q f(z"(A)Y, P1\ q=O then the exact e:qun;ce
. i

A)~B ----toO::: is split, wkere sPlit meGns 13 == A I33i C.

PROOF; UndE( our assumption, the sequence
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is exact. Hence i(AO) is the kernel of the Boolean epimorph:sm j: 13-----C, therc'

fore i(AO) is an ide::d of 13. Hence i(A) is a Boolean algebraic ideal of B.

By our assumption (ii) and Theorem 2 we have the commutative diagrarr..

0----- AO ,.~ BO ----~ CO .~ 0

1 1~ commute' 1~commut~ 1 1
u ~ AO ~AOEBBO/AO~BO/AO---J

Therefore, by the five-lemma [3] we ha\ e

co == BO/AO

and therefore A EB C == B. This means that the exact sequence

is split.

By using the concept of Boole3n algebraic ideals we can eJ.sily define the

conccpts of retracts, projective and injective Boolean algebras [1 J.
EXAMPLE. Let f; 13 ----> C be a Boolean epimorphism with the kernel (Ker f) a

Boolean algebraic ideal of 13. If, for Pf Ker f and q f (Ker fr. Pl\q=o then C is a

retract of 13.

Proof. Under the hypothesis, the fCxact sequence

f
Ker f>--+ 13->C

is split. Hence there exist a Boolean monomorphism h; C )----+B such th:lt f·h= le.

Th!s imDlies thlt C is a retract of 13.
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